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ABSTRACT
NASA requires lightweight rechargeable
the outer
batteriesfor future missionstoMarsand
planets that are capable of operating over a wide range
of temperatures, with high specific energy and energy
densities.
Due to the attractive
performance
characteristics, lithium-ion batteries have been identified
as the battery chemistry of choice for a number of future
applications,includingMarsroversandlanders.
The
Mars 2001 Lander (Mars Surveyor Program MSP 01)will
be among one of the first missionswhich will utilize
lithium-iontechnology. This application will require two
lithium-ion batteries,each being 28 V (eight cells), 25 Ah
and 8 kg. In addition to the requirement of being able to
supply at least 200 cycles and
90 days of operation upon
the surface of Mars, the battery must be capable of
operation (both charge dnd discharge) at temperatures
as low as -2OOC.To assess the viabilityoflithium-ion
cellsfor these applications,a number of performance
characterization tests have been performed, including:
assessing
the
room temperature
cycle
life, low
temperaturecycle
life (-2OoC), ratecapability as a
function of temperature, pulse capability, self-discharge
and storage characteristics, as well as, missionprofile
capability. This paper will describe the Mars
2001
Landermissionbattery
requirements and will contain
results of the cell testing conducted to-date in support of
the mission.

INTRODUCTION
NASA is planning several missions in the near
future to continue the exploration of the Mars, including
some of the lattermissions being aimed at retrieving
Martian samples backto the Earth.Variousmissions,
such as Landers, Rovers, Mars Ascent Vehicles (MAV)
and
Orbiters
are thus being planned and will be
supported by different
advanced
technologies.
One
advanced technologyin the area of power sources is the
lithium ionbattery,whichform
the baselinefor the
upcoming MSP 2001 Lander. The MSP 2001Lander is
scheduledforlaunch in April 2001, and is expected to
land in Jan. 2002. The descent imagingcamera will
provide images of the Martian landing site for geological

analyses and will aid in the planning ofinitial operations
and traverses for the MSP2001Rover. The Rover will
be similar
to
the Sojourner
that
successfully
accompanied the Mars Pathfinder and will be powered
by primary Li-S0Cl2 fornighttimeoperationsand
will
augment the solararray. In addition, the MSP 2001
Lander will consist of a platformfor instruments and
technology experiments designed to provide key insights
possible
to human
missions
in the later
years.
Prominentamong
these technologies are 1) in-situ
demonstration of the rocket propellant production, using
gases in the Martian atmosphere, 2) Mossbauer
spectrometer andthermalemissionspectrometerfor
characterizing the Martial soil properties, and 3) radiation
monitor for detectingthe surface radiation environment.
POWER SUBSYSTEM FOR MSP 01 LANDER
The main
power

source for the MSP 2001Lander
consists of a 300 W Ga-As solar cell array. The auxiliary
power source augmenting the solar
array
for
the
nighttime operations is a Li ion rechargeablebattery.
There are two lithium ion batteries, one for redundancy,
each of 28 V (eight cells), 25 Ah (name plate capacity)
and 8 Kg. An important feature of the battery is its ability
to operate (both charge and discharge)atcontinuous
rate of C/5 at low temperatures downto -2OoC, with a
minimum BOL capacity of 25 Ah. The typical discharge
drains will be C/5 to a maximumof 50% DOD. A single
battery can mostly fulfil the needs of the entire mission;
the secondbatterymay
thus be viewed as back up.
However, with both the batteries beingconnected in
parallel (with adiodeprotection), the actual depths of
dischargecould be even lowerthan 50%. Eachof the
batteries have an independent charge-control unit, with
individualcell bypass features for chargecontrol. The
maximum charge current will be around 5 A (C/5). The
batteries need to provide pulses of about 60 A at 10°C
during EDL. In case that the Li ion batteries are unable
(Li-FeSz) is
to meet this criterion,athermalbattery
being used as in the case ofMars Pathfinder.Finally,
the battery must survive pre-discharge
a
storage
duration nearly 2 years (approximately 1 year precruise
storage and one year cruise period) at 10°C-30°C.

NASNDoD JOINT EFFORT FOR Li ION BATTERIES

There is a considerablecommonality
in the
needs of NASA and
the
Air Force
for
advanced
especially
for
rechargeable lithium ion batteries,
LEO1GEO satellites. Accordingly, a NASNDoD
Interagency consortium was recently initiated with the main
intent of developing domestic capability to manufacture
lithium-ioncellsandbatteries
with smartchargersfor
both NASA andAirforce needs. Under this program,
multiple manufacturers are being supportedtoprovide
thedesiredtechnologicaldevelopments.
As a partof
this program, various lithium ion cells, in bothprismatic
and cylindrical configuration, and with capacities ranging
from 4 to 40 Ah, are beingevaluated at JPL under
generic performance conditionsas well as those relevant
to
Mars
Surveyor
Program
2001 Lander
and
2003
SampleReturnAthenaRover.
In this paper, we report
some ofour
recentobservations onthebehavior
of
these on-going tests.
Lander
cells
(20-40Ah)
from
Similar tests carried out on smallercells (4-7Ah) for MSP
2003 Sample
Return
Athena
Rover
are being
communicated in our companion paper.'

Some preliminary results of lithium-ion cell testing at JPL
for
both
Rover
and
Lander
applications
has been
presented earlier.2*3.4
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Table 1: Schematic table illustratingthe various tests
being undertaken toassess the viability of lithium-ion
cells for Mars Lander applications.

Li ION CELUBATTERY EVALUATION

In order to assess the viability of using lithiumion technology for the Mars 2001 Lander, a test plan was
formulated by Lockheed-Martin and JPL which reflected
the
need
for
data
relating
to
the
low temperature
capability SOA
of
cells, as well as, their capacity
retention
characteristics.
The test plan
generally
consists of determinin'g: (i) the room
cycle
life
performance (25OC), (ii) low temperature
cycle
life
performance (-20°C) (iii) dischargeandchargerate
capabilityatdifferenttemperatures
(-20, 0, 25, and
4OoC),(iv) pulse capability at different temperatures and
differentstate-of-charge (SOC), andthe (v) optimum
storage condition to ensure minimal loss of performance.
These tests are aimedatestablishingthebaseline
performancedataandvalidating lithium iontechnology
for the theMars 2001 Lander(Table 1). In additionto
these core series of tests, a number of miscellaneous
tests were also conducted to aid in the understanding of
thethermalcharacteristics,temperature-compensated
voltage charging, effect of charge methodology, as well
as, safetyandfailuremodes.Missionspecific
tests
depths of dischargeandat
includecyclingatpartial
alternating high and
low
temperatures, as well as,
accelerated and real-time cruise and mission simulation
tests.
In orderprotecttheproprietarynature
of their
results, all cell data reported in this paper are presented
anonymously
comparisons
and
between
vendor
performance are not made. In most cases, each topic of
discussion includes a mixture of data not associated with
any one particular vendoror cell design.

CELL TESTING RESULTS

Cells from different sources, ranging in capacity
from 20-40 Ah were tested according to the varioustests
After a preliminary
incoming
described
above.
inspection,fiveconditioningcycleswereconductedon
allincomingcells under the voltage limits specified by
the manufacturer.
ROOM
TEMPERATURE
PERFORMANCE

CYCLE

LIFE

After determiningthenominalcapacityfrominitial
formationcycles (5 cycles), cells from a number of
vendorswereplacedon
100% DOD cycle life tests at
room temperature. These tests consist of charging the
cellsunderconditions
of constantcurrent (C15) to a
potential of 4.1 and allowed to taper to a C150 cut-off (or
a 3 hour time limit) and then discharged at a C15 rate to
a 3.0V cut-off.

For the Mars
Landerapplication,whichrequires
a
minimum cycle life of
200 cycles, the life performance
are
typicallydisplayed by the cellsunderevaluation
morethan adequate. A s illustrated in Fig. 3, thelarge
capacitylithium-ioncellscurrentlybeingtesteddisplay
comparable
results
in terms of cycle
thelife
performance, yielding over 80% of the original capacity
after 200 cycles.
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Fig. 1. Room temperaturecycle life performanceof
variouslargecapacitylithium-ioncells,
expressed in
terms of the percent of initial capacity delivered.
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Fig. 2. Low temperature cycle life performance of
various large capacity lithium-ioncells, expressed in
terms of the percent of initial room temperature capacity
delivered.

CYCLING AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES
LOW TEMPERATURE CYCLE LIFE PERFORMANCE

In addition
being
toable
to cycled
be
successfullyatroomtemperature,thecells
must be
operationalat-20°Cover
a minimum of200 days. In
orderto addresstheserequirements, cells from each
vendorwerecycledcontinuouslyat
low temperature
(-20°C). Although the operation of the batteryonMars
is projectedtoinvolvechargingunderconditions
of
moderate
temperatures
(O-3O0C),
it was
deemed
necessary to assess the worst case scenario in which
the battery was both charged and discharged
at -2OOC
continuously. Thus, cycling tests wereperformedat
-2OOC in an environmental chamber under conditions of
convective
cooling
to
minimize
the effects of selfheating. Significant improvements in cell performance at
low temperature can be envisioned at the battery level,
due to higher heat generation and retention, andwith the
implementation of insulating structures.
In the early stages of the program, a number of
thecellsevaluateddisplayedlimitedlowtemperature
capabilities. However, due primarily to improvements
in
electrolyte formulation^^*^*^, much better low temperature
performance has been demonstrated with a numberof
systems and cell types. As illustrated in Fig.4, when the
cellsfrom a number of vendorswerecycledat -2OOC
(charge rate=C/5 and discharge rate= C/5) greater than
60% of the
initial
room
temperature
capacity
was
delivered over 200 cycles in most cases.

In additiontoevaluating
the cellsat roomandlow
temperature, it was also necessary to evaluate the cycle
life performance of the cells at high temperature (4OOC).
As shown in figure 3, the cycle life performancefor a
group of cells is comparedatdifferenttemperatures
illustrating that high temperatures are moredetrimental
the
tocell
life
over
prolonged
cycling.
However,
generally good cycling performance was observed over
a wide temperature (-20 to 4OoC) in a number of cases
the specified
when
the
test are held constant
at
temperature.

Fig. 3. Cycle life performance of 25 Ah cells at different
temperatures. (C/5or C/10 charge to 4.1V-C/5 discharge
to 3.0V).

100

However, in the course of the investigating the
overallcellperformance
it wasobservedthat in most
cases the low temperature performance characteristics
In
display a sensitivity tovariabletemperaturecycling.
some cases, the low temperature
performance
capabilitieshave decreased as a result of exposure
and/or cycling at higher temperatures (> 20°C). This is
presumably ascribed to increasing cell resistance, which
is accelerated at higher temperature. These effects are
magnifiedatlowtemperatureandprohibiteffective
operation at moderate rates.

In order to assess this issue, we have conducted
tests in which the cells are cycled intermittently between
the twotemperature extremes (-20°C and 4OoC) in an
attempt to assess the impact of high temperature cycling
upon the low temperatureperformance. As shown in
Fig. 4, the impact of cycling a c e l l intermittently at 4OoC
(20 cycles) results in a dramatic decrease in amount of
capacity being able to be delivered at low temperature.
As illustrated, only negligible capacity was realized after
170 cycles when cycled at low temperature(-20°C).
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Fig. 5. Effect of variable temperature cycling upon the

watt-hour efficiency of a large capacity Li-ion cell.

DISCHARGE PERFORMANCE DIFFERENT
AT
TEMPERATURES

In order to fully characterize the dependence of
the discharge capacity with temperature, the cells were
cycled using a number of different rates ((210,C/5,
C.3.3 and C/2) at different temperatures (-20, 0, 25, and
4OoC). In many cases, excellentratecapabilitywas
observed over a wide range of temperatures with little
polarization and capacity decline observed upon going to
moderate rates (i.e.,C/3.3-C/2),as illustrated in Fig. 6.
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Li-ion cell.

As shown if Fig. 5, the observedwatt-hour

efficiencyvalues decreased incrementallyaftereach
exposure to high temperature. This results suggests
that the cell impedance is increasing more significantly
at high temperature, resulting in more heat generation at
low temperatures due to increased resistivity. However,
morerecentcellchemistriesanddesigns,appearto
display less sensitivity to variable temperature cycling.
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As shown in Fig. 7, one cell chemistry was capable
of
delivering >80 % of the room temperaturecapacityat
-2OOC when rates as high as C/2 are used.
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CHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
TEMPERATURES

AT

DIFFERENT

In the same manner in which the discharge capacityas a
function of temperaturewasevaluated,thecharge
characteristicswere assessed at differentratesand
temperatures. At room temperature, the cells generally
displayedgood charge acceptance characteristics over
therange of rates investigated (C12). In additionto
investigating the capabilbity,
rate
the charge
characteristicswerealsostudied during thecourse of
100% DOD cycling. As shown in Fig. 9, if thecharge
profiles are compared at various cycles during a typical
room temperaturelifecycling test it is evidentthat it
takeslongertochargethecellandthepeakpotential
(4.1V) is reached earlier in the charge step.
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In the
course
of investigating
the
discharge
rate
capability as a functionof temperature, the watt-hour
efficiency at different discharge rates and temperatures
was observed, as shown, in Fig. 8 (expressed in terms
of A watt-hour). In this particularexample, it can be
concludedthatrougly
a three-foldincrease in heat
generationoccursat
-2OOC in contrasttoambient
temperatures.
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Fig. 9. Charge characteristicsof a lithium-ion cell
subjected to room temperature life cycling test (C/5
charge current toCEO taper cut-off).

When the cells were evaluated
lower
at
temperatures (-2OoC), lower capacities wereobtained
even at thelower rates (C/lO). It wasalsogenerally
observed that the cells required larger charge times and
were not capable of sustaining high charge currents for
any significant period. In addition, although two different
cells can accept comparable capacity at
low temperature
(-2OoC), the charge profile observed can be significantly
different, as shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 8. Effect of temperature and discharge rate

upon Owatt-hour inefficiency.

In most cases, thecellchemistriestestedwere
typicallycharged using 4.1V as thepreferredcharge
voltage. However, in order of understanding the impact
upon performance, some cells were continuously cycled
at higher voltages, such as 4.2 V. As illustrated in Fig.
11, the
cells
can
successfully
cycle
when
charge
potential is set higher,however, it is evidentthatthe
capacity fade is more significant at the higher voltages,
being
roughly
three time greater than
that
of the
standard charge methodology of constant potential 4.1V
charging.

6.00 I

Fig. 10. Charge characteristicsof lithium-ion cells at low
temperature (-2OOC).

100%) wereutilized.For
these initial tests, the cells
were (I) first cycled (5-10 cycles) priorto storage (ii)
stored at the selected temperature and state-of-charge
(iii) discharged to 3.0V to determine the residual capacity
and (iv) then cycled a number of times (5-10 cycles) to
determine the extent of permanent capacity loss of the
cells (if any) as a result of the storage period. Early tests
demonstratedthat the best performance, assessed in
terms of leastamount
of permanentcapacityloss
observed
(or
alternatively
expressed
as reversible
capacity)
was
obtained
under conditions low
of
temperature (i.e., O°C) andlow states of charge (i.e.,
50% SOC). In contrast,significantpermanentcapacity
loss was obtainedwhen some of the cells were stored at
high temperatures (4OoC) and high state-of-charge
(loo%), being as high as 10% loss in capacityaftera
two month period, as shown in Fig, 12.

Fig. 11. Effect of charge voltage upon cycling
characteristics of lithiumtion cells (C/5 charge current to
C/50 taper cut-off).
STORAGE CHARACTERISTICS

For many applications, including the Mars 2001
Lander, the cells/battery must be capable of operation
afteraprolongedstorageperiod.
In the case of the
Mars 2001 Lander, the battery must be operational after
an11-monthcruiseperiod
while the spacecraft is in
transit to Mars. Thus, it is crucial to understand general
capacity retention characteristics inherent tolithium-ion
technology, as well as, more specifically the manner in
which individual cell chemistries and cell designs behave
under particular
conditions.
The
issue of capacity
retention is complicated further by the fact it is difficult to
obtain real-time data due to the longdurationofmany
tests envisioned. To offset this difficulty, various means
have been employedto generate meaningful data in a
short period of time. For example, to address the need
of the MarsLanderprogram,
we have implemented
routine capacity retention tests, which consist of storing
the cellsfortwomonths
under different conditions. In
order to represent the extremes projected for the cruise
storage period,two different temperatures were selected
(0 and 4OoC) and two different states-of-charge (50 and

Fig. 12. Reversible capacity delivered by cellsaftera
two-month storage period.
However, this behavior does not appear to be a
universalcharacteristic oflithium-iontechnology,and
has been observed to vary with cell chemistry and cell
design. For example, morerecent tests performedon
newer generation
cells
have
yielded excellent
performance with negligiblepermanentcapacityloss
observed
after
the two-month storage period as
illustrated in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Reversible capacity delivered by cells after a
two-month storage period.

CONCLUSIONS
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